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Funded old-age
provision and the
financial markets

The pay-as-you-go pension insurance

scheme in Germany is faced with inevit-

able demographic challenges. In order

to curb the rise in contribution rates, re-

strictions on benefits were unavoidable.

Supplementary private pension plans

have therefore become all the more of

a priority. The recent pension reform,

which initiated a fundamental change

in this direction, has also created con-

siderable financial incentives for build-

ing up private old-age provision. The

associated gradual increase in the

funded component of pension finan-

cing will potentially contribute to a

more equal intergenerational burden

sharing and also to a more broadly

based funding of old-age provision that

will increase security and reliability.

This kind of pension reform may also

have an impact on the capital market.

Additional national savings as well as

reform-induced structural changes are

possible in this market. This will be in-

fluenced not only by the increasing in-

stitutionalisation of the financial mar-

kets, in particular, but also by the typic-

ally longer-term investment of savings

for the purpose of funded pension pro-

vision.

Financial markets and old-age provision

in an ageing society

In the ongoing debate on old-age provision, it

is now widely accepted that there needs to
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be a shift of emphasis away from the pay-as-

you-go system towards funded old-age provi-

sion. Considering the pension claims accumu-

lated under the pay-as-you-go system and

the associated problem of making a change-

over, no ªeconomic added valueº may be ex-

pected as a result of changes in financing

alone.1 Instead, attention has been focused

on achieving more reliable old-age provision

by means of a broader risk diversification as

well as the prospect of a more even distribu-

tion of burdens between the various age co-

horts. Last but not least, non-wage labour

costs will also be reduced.

In this context, the implications that a strong-

er reliance on capital funding will have for the

financial markets are attracting ever greater

interest. It is possible to ask about both its in-

fluence on national savings and the structural

changes in the financial markets. The latter

concerns the financial service providers as

well as their products. Experience in other

countries indicates that a stronger reliance on

funded old-age provision leads to a greater

institutionalisation of capital investments, for

example, in the form of pension funds. With

regard to the products, provision for retire-

ment differs from other saving motives mainly

on account of its long-term nature. This, too,

is also likely to have an effect on how the

players behave in the financial markets.

An increase in national savings ± in the same

way as an improved allocation of capital to its

most productive uses ± could enhance the

outlook for growth in the overall economy.

For that reason, this article deals initially with

those main aspects of the recent pension re-

form which are relevant to the capital market.

Their anticipated effects on the financial mar-

kets will then be discussed in more detail.

Greater emphasis on funded private

pension provision

The pension reform adopted in 2001 com-

prises two key elements. Firstly, the level of

benefits under the statutory pension insur-

ance scheme was significantly reduced by

modifying the adjustment formula in order to

curb the rise in contributions. Secondly, con-

siderable financial incentives were created to

encourage private (individual and company-

based) old-age provision.

Mainly in the eight years between 2003 and

2010, the annual pension adjustment will be

reduced by just over 0.6 percentage point per

year as a result of the reform. The gross

benchmark pension level2 in 2030 is likely to

be some 3 percentage points lower (at

around 421�2%) than it would have been

without the reform. The difference when

compared with the present figure of around

48% is larger, in fact, because, even without

the reform, the gross benchmark pension

level would still have been reduced owing to

the ªautomatic brakeº mechanism3 built into

Advantages of
a stronger
reliance on
capital funding

1 See also Deutsche Bundesbank, Prospects for, and obs-
tacles to, a stronger reliance on funding in the statutory
system of old-age provision in Germany, Monthly Report,
December 1999, p 15-31.
2 The ratio of an average earner's gross pension after 45
years of being insured to the current average gross earn-
ings of the contribution payers.
3 Taking account of a long-term increase in contribution
rates to the pension insurance scheme and the wage tax
ratios led to gross average earnings growing more quickly
than the net earnings obtained using the old pension ad-
justment formula.
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the old net-pay-based pension adjustment

formula.

Parliament has linked the promotion of sup-

plementary old-age provision using grants

and tax incentives (ªRiester pensionº), pursu-

ant to the Retirement Pension Act (Altersver-

mögensgesetz), with the promotional criteria

laid down in the Certification of the Retire-

ment Pension Contracts Act (Altersvor-

sorgeverträge-Zertifizierungsgesetz), through

which an extensive and quite complex regula-

tion of private provision has been established

(see the box on p 28). This principally con-

cerns the terms of the contracts but also the

choice of prospective supplier. At the same

time the underlying conditions of company-

based old-age provision have also been ex-

tended as a result of the right to claim a direct

insurance plan ± under which part of an

employee's gross pay is deducted by the

employer and paid directly into a private pen-

sion plan ± and the introduction of defined

contribution plans.4

The promotion of private pension plans is

being introduced in four stages, beginning in

2002 and ending in 2008. This concerns both

the amount of non-income-related grant5

and the maximum amounts for tax-

deductible contributions to private pension

plans6 pursuant to section 10a of the Income

Tax Act. The tax office examines which is

more advantageous in an individual case: the

non-income-related grant or the tax incen-

tive. The lower the income ± and consequent-

ly the lower the marginal income-tax rate ±

and the higher the number of children, the

more advantageous the grant option be-

comes. Owing to the progressive tax scale,

tax-deductible contributions become more

favourable as income increases. Government

promotion thus has a u-shaped profile in rela-

tion to income, with government promotion

being comparatively least generous for aver-

age incomes (see the chart on p 29).

The tax incentives for company-based pen-

sion plans are even more attractive. In par-

ticular, from this year onwards there is the

possibility of investing up to 4% of the max-

imum level of earnings subject to contribu-

tions to the statutory pension insurance

scheme (2002: 32,160 per month) free of tax

and social security contributions7 in a pension

fund or as part of a direct insurance plan. This

means that company pension schemes will

have a significant advantage, particularly up

to 2008, over private pension plans.

It is also possible to combine the assistance

options of private pension plans, pursuant to

section 10a of the Income Tax Act, with those

of company pension schemes. Since the max-

imum level of earnings subject to contribu-

tions to the statutory pension insurance

scheme is 1.9 times average earnings, an

average earner, under the tax incentives

could save around 71�2% of his gross salary by

making full use of the assistance available

4 See also Deutsche Bundesbank, Company pension
schemes in Germany, Monthly Report, March 2001,
p 43-58.
5 The basic grant increases from 338 to 3154 and the
grant per child from 346 to 3185 per year.
6 The ceiling goes up from 3525 in 2002 to 32,100 as
from 2008. At present, 32,100 is the equivalent of just
under 4% of the maximum level of earnings subject to
contributions to the statutory pension insurance scheme
amounting to 354,000 per year.
7 The freedom from social security charges for employee-
financed contributions runs out at the end of 2008.
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Requirements of government-assisted old-age provision

under ªThe Retirement Pension Actº (Altersvermögensgesetz)

The Retirement Pension Act has laid down a series
of requirements for assisted old-age provision in-
struments.

1. Ongoing voluntary contributions are to be paid
during the savings phase.

2. The benefit phase will not commence before
the age of 60 (earlier only as a disability pension
in conjunction with a statutory pension owing
to a reduced ability to work).

3. At the commencement of the payout phase, at
least the amounts paid in must be available
(nominal value guarantee). Up to 15% of con-
tributions may be reserved for insurance against
inability to work; however, the nominal value
guarantee does not apply in this case.

4. The payout must be in the form of a life-time
(at least fixed-level) annuity or in the form of a
payout scheme with lifelong part annuitisation.

5. In the case of a fixed payout scheme, the, at
least, fixed-level pensions are permitted for a
maximum period until the age of 85. These may
be split into guaranteed and variable reimbur-
sement elements. Full annuitisation must take
place at the age of 85 at the latest. The, at least,
fixed-level pension may not, in turn, be lower
than the previously guaranteed pension compo-
nent.

6. The contracts may also include a surviving de-
pendants' insurance.

7. Contributions and proceeds (including capital
gains) may be invested only in

± pension insurance and capitalisation pro-
ducts pursuant to section 1 (4) (2) of the Act
on the Supervision of Insurance Enterprises,

± interest-yielding bank deposits or

± mutual funds shares.

Shares in foreign funds must comply with Coun-
cil Directive 85/611/EEC of 20 December 1985
(collective investment regulations, particular
emphasis on the transferability of securities).

8. Contract and marketing costs are to be spread
equally over ten years or defined as a specific
share of the contributions.

9. The supplier is obliged to provide information
(annually and in writing) on how the contribu-

tions are used, the capital that has accumulated
so far, the retained pro rata contract and mar-
keting costs, administrative costs and the earn-
ings gained.

10. There must be a right to suspend or terminate
the contract at a three-month period of notice
from the end of each quarter and to transfer
the accumulated capital to a new contract.

11. There must be no possibility of an assignment
or transfer of claims or rights of ownership aris-
ing from the contract to a third party.

Under the ªinterim withdrawal modelº an amount
between a minimum of 510,000 and a maximum of
550,000 may be withdrawn from the old-age provi-
sion assets that have been saved, and used ± in the
manner of an interest-free loan ± to finance owner-
occupied property. Repayment is made in equal
monthly instalments and the amount must be fully
repaid by the age of 65. If the property owner is in
arrears with remaining instalments, the assistance
amounts contained in the unpaid portion of the
withdrawal amount are to be paid back. The same
applies if the property ceases to be owner-
occupied. The repayment obligation can be avoided
only if another property is purchased within one
year or the outstanding loan is fully redeemed.

Finally, existing pension contracts can also be
adapted to conform with the above criteria and
qualify for assistance.

Any of the following institutions may supply a pen-
sion contract.

± Life insurance companies, credit institutions
and investment companies domiciled in Ger-
many.

± Life insurance companies (92/96/EEC) and credit
institutions (89/646/EEC) domiciled in another
country of the European Economic Area, and
management and investment companies within
the meaning of the Council Directive 85/611/
EEC.

± German branch offices of life insurance compa-
nies or credit institutions domiciled outside of
the European Economic Area but which are al-
lowed to conduct deposit business in Germany.

In order to ensure subsequent taxation, benefits
must be paid out to tax payers resident in Germany.

Deutsche Bundesbank
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within the company-based pension plan (4%

of the earnings ceiling subject to contribu-

tions). In addition, in 2008, an average earner

could pay around 31�4% of the maximum

level of earnings subject to contributions8 ±

which is the equivalent of around 61�4% of

average income ± into a supplementary pri-

vate pension plan. If the average earners

were to take full advantage of both these op-

tions, in 2008 he/she could use 131�2% of his

tax-subsidised income for his/her own pen-

sion provision. In order to bridge the gap,

caused by the most recent reform, between

the lower gross pension level and its current

level, it would, however, be sufficient, given

certain assumptions, for someone who is

20 years old at present to additionally reserve

just under 11�2% of his/her income for old-

age provision (for details, see the box on

p 30).

According to the estimates of the Federal

Government, the assistance measures for pri-

vate old-age provision are likely to result in

tax shortfalls of around 3121�2 billion from

2009 onwards.9 Additionally, there will also

be temporary shortfalls in contributions to

the social security funds. The exact amount

will depend on how many contribution

payers opt for direct insurance plans in their

company pensions. If every employee out of

a total of around 35 million contributed 4%

of his/her income, this would lead to a short-

%

Single, no children
Single parent, one child

Married, sole earner, two children

10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000 30,000 35,000 40,000 45,000 50,000 55,000 60,000 65,000 70,000 75,000
Income liable to contributions per year in  5 

Promotion rates * for the “Riester pension”

* Share of government assistance in total savings for supplementary old-age provision.
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8 It is assumed here that the ceiling for the assessment of
contributions is adjusted annually by 3%, while the max-
imum deduction amount remains fixed at 32,100.
9 Tax shortfalls grow progressively with each stage of the
assistance.
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Pension benefits gap as a result of the 2001 pension reform

The 2001 pension reform not only reduced the
level of benefits under the pay-as-you-go statu-
tory pension insurance scheme but also intro-
duced financial incentives for building up a pri-
vate pension. This box discusses what supple-
mentary pension contribution is necessary to
bridge the gap opened up by the recent pension
reform. It should be borne in mind that the
younger the person is, the bigger the gap is
which needs to be covered. However, the older
the person is, ie the closer he/she is to retirement
age, the less time there is remaining to close the
gap.

The pension benefits gap can be measured by
the development of the gross benchmark pen-
sion level. Without the pension reform the cur-
rent pension level of 48% would have fallen to
approximately just under 46% by 2030. This is
mainly attributable to the assumption of a rise
in the pension insurance contribution rate and
an increasing wage tax ratio, which was still a
factor in the old pension adjustment formula.
Under these conditions the pensions would have
followed net wages and salaries which increase
more slowly than gross wages and salaries. With
the pension reform the level of benefits falls to
approximately 411�2% and is thus around 3 per-
centage points lower over the long term than
would have been the case without the reform.
This is due, in particular, to the fact that fictional
contributions to old-age provision are taken
into account in the new pension adjustment for-
mula. Therefore, over the next eight years the
pension increase will be just over 0.6 percentage
point lower annually.

This raises the question as to what annual contri-
bution (as a percentage of gross wages and sal-
aries) will have to be saved in order to close the
gap opened up by the pension reform. Alterna-
tively it could be asked what savings contribu-
tion will be necessary to maintain the current
pension level (status quo) in the future. Even
without the pension reform there would also
have been a supplementary requirement for
provision but this would have been lower than
with the reform. Below, results will be presented
from both points of view.

The calculations are based on a ªmodelº insured
person who at the age of 20 takes on a job
which is subject to compulsory insurance (or is
credited during non-contributory periods, for
example, because of training), retires without
deductions at 65 and draws a pension for a
further 18 years. 3.0% has been assumed as the
real return of a private pension. Real gross
wages and salaries increase by 1.5% per year.
Under these conditions, a 20-year old today

has to save just under 1% of his gross pay in or-
der to draw (when he retires in 2047) a pension
combining private and state elements which
would have been offered by the statutory pen-
sion system alone without the reform. In order
to maintain the current gross pension level, a
higher annual private contribution of just under
11�2% would be required whereas just over 1�2%
would have been sufficient without the reform.

However, those people who are closer to retire-
ment age would have to save significantly more.
For them the compound interest can no longer
have a significant effect. A 50-year old today, for
example, would have to save just over 21�2% ex-
tra in order to avoid a loss as a result of the pen-
sion reform, or just over 4% in order to maintain
the present pension level. A private supplemen-
tary pension plan amounting to 4% of gross
wages and salaries would therefore be appropri-
ate for older contribution payers. By contrast,
younger people paying this percentage would
save more than required to fill the reform-
related pension benefits gap.

The calculations are obviously dependant on as-
sumptions. There would be a smaller pension
provision requirement if the pension were
drawn for a shorter period. Conversely, the re-
quired private pension provision increases if a
surviving dependants' pension also has to be
covered.

Finally, the calculations also depend on the as-
sumptions about interest and wage growth
rates. Therefore the pension provision require-
ment changes with the assumed return of the
private old-age provision. If an interest rate of
4.5% (or 1.5%) is chosen instead of 3% the pen-
sion requirement of the 20-year old would de-
crease (or increase) by 1% to around 1�2% (or
13�4%).

Finally, it should be noted that the taxation of
the retirement income is not taken into account
when calculating the necessary supplementary
contributions. Given an effective subsequent
taxation of private pensions, a higher savings
contribution would be necessary in order to
achieve a projected net income after retirement.

On the whole, the calculations indicate that at
least for younger insured persons an additional
pension contribution of less than 4% of their in-
come is likely to be sufficient not only to bridge
the gap opened up by the pension reform but
also to maintain the present pension level. These
quantitative relationships should be noted in
the case of assisted private pension provision.

Deutsche Bundesbank
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fall in revenue, at all events, of just over 11�2

percentage points.

The first stage of government assistance

began this year. Every entitled person receives

a grant of 338 per year when he/she has paid

at least 1% of his/her income subject to com-

pulsory insurance (including grant) into a cer-

tified pension plan (PPP). The grant increases

by 346 per child. Experience has shown that

only very hesitant use is being made of this

option. This may have been influenced by the

beneficiaries' limited experience and the

complexity of the products. Associations ad-

vising people to wait for the time being or

calls for changes to the legislation may also

have played a part in this. Furthermore, there

is still no detailed information on how far the

new options are being implemented in com-

pany-based pension plans.

Effects on savings behaviour

Whether there will be a change in savings be-

haviour as a result of the reduction in benefits

under the pay-as-you-go statutory pension in-

surance scheme and the promotion of pri-

vate-funded old-age provision depends on

various factors. A lowering of the pension

level in the pay-as-you-go system may lead,

for example, to an increase in private old-age

provision. In addition, economic agents may

now realise that they need to pursue a

longer-term optimisation strategy for their

old-age provision. Even if the old-age provi-

sion becomes more important as a motive for

saving, the volume of savings will not neces-

sarily increase overall ± either due to a lack of

ability to save or because savings investments

earmarked for other purposes, say for unfore-

seeable events, have been diverted into PPPs.

The decline in the private savings ratio in Ger-

many in the 1990s does not, at first sight, in-

dicate an adjustment reaction to reductions

in the statutory pension insurance scheme. In

2001, however, the savings ratio increased

again somewhat. In addition to tax relief and

economic uncertainty, this may also have

been due to the fact that old-age provision

has recently been attracting increasing atten-

tion from those concerned.

The grants and tax incentives introduced by

the Retirement Pension Act result ± from an

individual investor's point of view ± in a yield

which is higher than that obtained with less

well assisted or non-assisted forms of invest-

ment. This is mainly due to the fact that the

contributions are paid out of tax-free income

and that the interest income remains tax-free

for the duration of the contract. However,

the subsequent pension benefits will be

taxed. In contrast to a conventional bank sav-

ings plan, however, there remains the advan-

tage that interest earned on the investment is

free of tax. On the other hand, in private pen-

sion insurance schemes the contributions are

usually paid out of taxed income but the

interest during the saving period is also ex-

empt from tax. A pension scheme in which

pension benefits are taxed subsequently

does, however, have an advantage over this

form of saving if the tax burden after retire-

ment is lower than during active working life.

However, as a result of extensive regulation

there is likely to be a lower gross yield on in-

vestment products eligible for assistance,

which puts that advantage into perspective.

Slow start for
assisted private
pensions

Various effects
on savings
behaviour

Better yield
as a result of
government
assistance
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Whether assisted saving results in additional

private savings depends to a great extent on

the interest sensitivity of the potential savers.

With a given amount of savings, the higher

net yield of provision products eligible for as-

sistance will allow a higher level of consump-

tion in the future. The fact that this makes

consumption in the present more expensive

does not necessarily mean that more will ac-

tually be saved now. Instead, higher interest

rates with an unchanged level of consump-

tion in the future might also be used for a

higher level of current consumption. In that

case, current savings would actually decrease.

It is therefore not at all clear what impact an

improved yield will have on private savings.

This means that its impact on long-term inter-

est rates also remains an open question.

Rough estimates of the amount of funds like-

ly to be raised in connection with assistance

for funded old-age provision are based mainly

on the sum of gross wages and salaries in

Germany. Therefore, as things stand at

present, an average 4% rate of saving would

yield savings of just over 336 billion. However,

households with an income above the max-

imum level of earnings subject to contribu-

tions are unable to invest the full 4% of their

income in old-age pension contracts pro-

moted by the government.10 On the other

hand, households with a lower income have

the possibility of saving more than 4% of

their earnings under the new assistance

measures. It should also be borne in mind

that company pensions are likewise tax-

subsidised, resulting in another potential for

savings.

Whether and, if so, to what extent national

savings in Germany will actually increase de-

pends on the assisted person's readiness to

participate, the degree to which existing sav-

ings are simply rechannelled and the adverse

implications of assistance on national savings.

The aforementioned saving is based on a par-

ticipation rate of 100%. According to sur-

veys, however, a considerable number of

those entitled to assistance do not wish to

take part in a PPP.11 In addition, switching

existing savings may limit the additional

amount of funds likely to be saved. With a

current savings ratio of just over 10% of

households' disposable income, a pension-

related saving of, for example, 4% of gross

wages and salaries ± which corresponds to

just over 21�2% of disposable income ± could

be met fully out of the ªexistingº savings. It is

also doubtful whether lower income earners

would be able to make savings which go be-

yond the government assistance. Even the fi-

nancing of the share of government assist-

ance amounting to some 3121�2 billion (in the

final stage) is likely to partially depress the

current level of saving. Either the tax payer

must pay more to cover this amount, which

would reduce their own saving capacity, or

central government must lower its spending.

A smaller crowding-out effect can be expect-

ed in the latter case. Studies on the situation

in the United States suggest that tax assist-

ance for private old-age provision has not (or

10 For the terms and conditions regarding the amount of
the assistance, see p 27.
11 This applies to 20% of those questioned according to
a survey by the Institut für Demoskopie Allensbach. An-
other survey by NFO Infratest indicates that 48% of
those questioned do not wish to enter into an assisted
pension scheme.
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only marginally) raised the national savings

ratio.12

Even if the impact of the additional assistance

on savings behaviour is still uncertain, the

benefit cuts adopted in the statutory pension

insurance system in Germany do increase the

need for supplementary private provision.

This is likely to have a positive effect on the

private savings ratio depending on the extent

to which individuals have not already factored

the reduction of the pension level into their

own financial planning.

Effects in the financial markets

The effects of an increased reliance on private

pension schemes on the capital market relate

to both changes in national savings and in-

vestors preferences. This has implications for

the savings pool and the structure of the cap-

ital market ± for example, for the role of insti-

tutional investors and the time horizon of risk

transformation.

Implications of changes in the savings

pool

In addition to the recent pension reform's in-

fluence on the savings behaviour, the increas-

ing ageing of the population may mean that,

generally, saving will, first of all, become im-

portant for the purpose of safeguarding an

adequate income after retirement. However,

the additionally mobilised capital may fall

well short of the pension entitlements accu-

mulated under the pay-as-you-go system.

Even in countries with a high proportion of

funded old-age income, around half of the

income is covered by the social security sys-

tems.13

In the literature, fears have been expressed14

that, given a continuation of current demo-

graphic trends over the next 20 years, a

sharply increased savings volume is to be ex-

pected initially but that this will be followed

by considerable dissaving and a fall in asset

prices when the ªbaby boomerº generation

retires. However, as yet there is no empirical

evidence either for Germany or any other

country with a high proportion of funded old-

age income of a large-scale liquidation of

assets by retired persons. The savings ratios,

in actual fact, remain positive even after re-

tirement. This is due to the inheritance motive

and an evidently pronounced aversion to the

risk of having insufficient financial resources

available when reaching a very old age or of

being in need of intensive nursing care.

Nonetheless, owing to the falling savings

ratios after retirement, a decrease in the aver-

age private savings ratio can be expected

over the longer term. The age-related savings

profile in countries where there is already a

12 See G A Mackenzie, P Gerson and A Cuevas (1997),
Pension regimes and saving, International Monetary Fund
Occasional Paper 153, Washington DC, p 17.
13 For example, A Brugiavini (2002), Ageing and saving
in Europe, in A J Auerbach und H Herrmann: Ageing, fi-
nancial markets, and monetary policy, Berlin, inter alia
p 9-48, p 18, calculates a contribution to the first pillar of
the old-age provision amounting to 45%, 50% and 65%
for the United States, the Netherlands and the UK, re-
spectively.
14 See, for example, S J Schieber und J Shoven (1994),
The consequences of population ageing on private pen-
sion fund saving and asset markets, NBER Working Paper,
No 4665. New studies containing, in some cases, differ-
ing opinions on the complex subject of ªasset price melt-
downsº are J M Poterba (2001), Demographic structure
and asset returns, The Review of Economics and Statis-
tics, 83(4), p 565-584, and A H Boersch-Supan and J K
Winter (2001), Population Ageing, savings behaviour and
capital markets, NBER Working Paper, No 8561.
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smaller proportion of post-retirement income

from the pay-as-you-go systems means that

Germany, too, can expect the savings ratio

after reaching retirement to decline more

sharply than before. The lower associated de-

mand from pensioners for securities and

other financial investments will not necessar-

ily generate a major price collapse, however.

In the internationally linked capital markets,

the impact of this loss of demand is unlikely

to be enough to bring about a significant fall

in prices.15 It should be borne in mind, how-

ever, that many other countries are also faced

with a similar demographic ageing process.

If the private savings ratio in Germany were

to increase ± even though it is already high by

international standards ± as a result of funded

old-age provision, effects on economic

growth and interest rates are also possible.

Depending on the assumption about invest-

ment behaviour in an ªageingº society, simu-

lations conducted by various authors using

macro models16 show an initial drop in real

interest rates and a positive influence on

growth in the economy as a whole. As the

ªbaby boomerº generation enters retire-

ment, the associated adverse savings effects

lead to a rise in real interest rates which may,

in turn, dampen economic growth. Forecasts

on the development of real interest rates and

growth are particularly influenced by the ratio

between the positive effects caused by in-

creasing savings capital and the negative ef-

fects resulting from a declining number of

employed persons.

Effects of increasingly institutionalised

investment

It is frequently suggested that a partial transi-

tion from the pay-as-you-go system to the

funded system ± irrespective of the question

of a larger savings pool ± will have positive ef-

fects on the capital market in terms of the

ªmaturity of the marketº, its ªinnovative cap-

abilitiesº, the ªefficiency of information pro-

cessingº and the ªhandling of control prob-

lemsº.

Most countries which have placed greater

emphasis on a funded pension system have

often experienced a shift from private to insti-

tutional investors and from shorter to longer-

tem investment.17 In turn, the increase in in-

stitutionalisation has led to greater invest-

ment in equities, thus promoting the develop-

ment of the market for corporate stocks and

shares.18 However, diversification strategies

are also likely to encourage the demand for

unsecuritised risk capital or debt securities,

say, from smaller enterprises or enterprises

with a higher risk of insolvency. In order to

15 See also Deutsche Bundesbank, International integra-
tion of German securities markets, Monthly Report, De-
cember 2001, p 15-28.
16 An overview of various studies is provided by E P Davis
(2002) Ageing and financial stability in A J Auerbach and
H Hermann: Ageing, financial markets, and monetary
policy, Berlin, inter alia p 199-227, p 201 ff.
17 See G A Mackenzie, P Gerson and A Cuevas (1997),
loc cit p 13. Detailed new studies on the impact of chan-
ging to a funded pension scheme are, for example, E P
Davis (2000), Pension funds, financial intermediation and
the new financial landscape, The Pensions Institute Dis-
cussion Paper PI-2010, London, and G Impavido and A R
Musalem (2000), Contractual savings, stock and asset
markets, The World Bank Working Paper, No 2490,
Washington DC.
18 The promotion of long-term bank deposits is, how-
ever, also envisaged in the German reform concept. This
means that, given a major aversion to risk, investment in
such instruments may likewise increase.
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hedge against such risky positions and to op-

timise the risk/return profile, competition be-

tween the individual mutual funds will accel-

erate the development of new hedging in-

struments. Thus, a high degree of institution-

alisation of investment has been conducive to

the development and use of, for example,

index options in some countries.

In Germany during the 1990s, however, there

was a discernible trend in private investment

towards mutual funds shares and equities,

while the scale of investment in bonds and

bank deposits was, if anything, below aver-

age. Payments into insurance corporations re-

mained high. Even though there has been in-

creased participation in lower-risk investment

recently, during the last ten years the propor-

tion of shares in households' financial assets,

either through direct investment or investment

funds, has risen sharply (see the chart oppos-

ite). However, the extent to which this indi-

cates a decision by investors to step up funded

old-age provision remains an open question.

Another positive effect of institutionalised fi-

nancial investment19 is increased efficiency in

processing information available to the gen-

eral public. Owing to increasing returns to

scale, the information-processing costs of a

single large institutional investor are lower

than those of a larger number of smaller pri-

vate investors. The experience of the United

Kingdom20 shows that initial public offerings

(IPOs) which were largely absorbed by institu-

tional investors have shown a more favour-

able performance in the past than new issues

bought primarily by private investors, which

indicates a ªbetterº processing of informa-

tion.

Another aspect which can be promoted by a

greater institutionalisation of asset formation

is an improved control of delegation problems
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19 For the effects of institutionalised financial investment
in Germany, see also Deutsche Bundesbank, The role and
behaviour of German fund managers on the equity mar-
ket, Monthly Report, April 2001, p 43-57.
20 See also E P Davis, (2000), loc cit p 12.
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which occur in listed companies as a result of

the separation of ownership and manage-

ment. As a general rule, a small number of

large (institutional) investors is easier to or-

ganise than a large number of small share-

holders, consequently improving the exercis-

ing of control and co-determination rights.

Also, an increasing proportion of shares held

by one investor tends to make it more diffi-

cult to sell them on account of negative price

reactions. This means that the ªvoice optionº

becomes more attractive than the ªexit op-

tionº. In addition, global investors will press

for a standardisation of the national account-

ing rules and encourage the establishment of

private rating agencies which can, for ex-

ample, penalise poor corporate governance

by means of downgrading.

An increase in institutional asset management

is, however, often linked to a greater risk of

ªherding behaviourº and greater volatility in

the financial markets. Parallel behaviour by in-

vestors can cause persistent asset price mis-

alignments particularly on the stock markets,

such as bubbles. Managers of investment cor-

porations are often paid in relation to the suc-

cess of other investors. Furthermore, the rela-

tive performance assessments are carried out

at short intervals. On the one hand, this

means that index-tracking strategies reduce

the risk of underperforming the competition.

On the other hand, long-term risk/return opti-

misation strategies are often made subservient

to short-term profit considerations. There are

indications, however, that pension funds with

a payout objective pay greater attention to

long-term optimisation strategies. Institutional

investors also have the opportunity to respond

quickly to each piece of new information in

the market because ± in addition to being

able to process information more efficiently ±

instruments for adjusting the portfolio are

more readily available. This means that fluctu-

ations will increase owing to short-term ad-

justment reactions in the securities markets

but that, over the long term, capital market

prices will reflect the disposable information

more quickly and thus be more ªinformation

efficientº.

The increasing institutionalisation of invest-

ment raises the question as to the appropri-

ate supervision and regulation of suppliers of

investment products for old-age provision.

Firstly, all suppliers of assisted old-age pen-

sion contracts are subject to national supervi-

sion by the newly established German Finan-

cial Supervisory Authority (BAFin). A series of

further restrictions pertaining to the invest-

ment horizon, form of payout and mainte-

nance of value apply to the investment prod-

ucts promoted under the Retirement Pension

Act. The suppliers' obligation of disclosure

and prudence, which are designed to protect

investors without restricting their investment

opportunities, are of a more general nature.

Disclosure requirements are intended to pro-

vide information on the main areas of invest-

ment and the use of the funds. A general

documentation of the investment decisions

taken by the fund or insurance manager is

needed to give the investors better insight

into and control of the quality of manage-

ment. This documentation is also assessed by

private fund rating agencies as an indication

of the quality of the management. It enables

the investor to verify whether decisions have
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been taken in his/her best interests, whether

the management has carelessly or negligent-

ly ignored market information, or whether

there is a conflict of interest.

In addition to the disclosure requirements for

investment, there exist further statutory obli-

gations21 based on the principle of risk diver-

sification or, more generally, the principle of

commercial prudence. In addition to diversifi-

cation, the ªprudent person ruleº in coun-

tries which have adopted the Anglo-Saxon

model includes a broad matching of assets

and liabilities or a hedging against reduced

payments.22 However, this is not achieved

by means of quantitative regulations but

through liability regulations for the funds

manager. This is attributable to the fact that

suppliers, as market players, are better in-

formed about investment and hedging op-

portunities than the government and are

therefore at liberty to decide on specific

forms of investment but must justify their

success or failure to the investors. Empirical

studies indicate that quantitative investment

restrictions may lead to sub-optimal risk/

return profiles, thus depressing the risk-

adjusted yield of the fund.23

Effects of long-term investment

In addition to the current minimum-term in-

vestment for statutorily assisted savings of up

to 12 years,24 the investment horizon for old-

age provision investment may be over 40

years depending on the age of the investor.

For the capital market, this means that instru-

ments with longer maturities are in increasing

demand25 in order to minimise the reinvest-

ment risk.

It is mainly shares that come into consider-

ation for this purpose since there is no limit of

any kind on their maturity. However, in the

case of the government-assisted old-age pen-

sion contracts, asset fluctuations are especial-

ly problematic at the beginning of the payout

period. Therefore, it is prudent to deploy

longer-term hedging instruments as well. At

present, asset fluctuations can be offset only

as a whole or downwards by forward con-

tracts and derivatives. While the former can

run longer depending on the individual

agreement, the latter are mostly limited to a

maximum one-year maturity. It is conceivable

that players in the financial markets will de-

velop new hedging strategies in order keep

the risk reduction as cost-efficient as possible

21 For investment funds, see sections 1 and 10 of the Act
on Investment Companies. For insurance, see section 54
of the Act on the Supervision of Insurance Enterprises.
22 For ªprudent man standard of careº, see section
1104 of the Employee Retirement Income Security Acts
(ERISA) in the United States, and for the rules in the
United Kingdom, for example, E P Davis (2000): Regula-
tion of private pensions ± A case study of the UK, The
Pensions Institute Discussion Paper, PI-0009, London,
p 28.
23 See OECD (1998): Maintaining prosperity in an ageing
society, Paris, p 67.
24 Under the Personal Asset Acquisition Act, capital in-
vestments with a minimum maturity of six or seven years
can be assisted. In the case of life insurance, the possibil-
ity of reselling the investments tax-free exists after 12
years at the earliest.
25 In contrast to investment funds (61.3%), pension
funds in Europe in 1995 held a much higher proportion
of long-term securities, namely 97.4%, of which 54.6%
was in shares. See K DeRyck (1998): Asset allocation, fi-
nancial market behaviour and impact of EU pension
funds on European capital markets, in: OECD: Institution-
al investors in the new financial landscape, OECD Pro-
ceedings, Paris, p 267-276 and p 269.
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over the long term.26 Even so, each risk must

be assumed by a counterparty.

Past experience suggests that buying ªse-

cureº long-term government bonds is one

possibility ± albeit with a smaller gross yield ±

of minimising asset fluctuations over long

periods of time. Stripping of debt instruments

has the advantage that the principal and the

interest coupons can be separated, thus split-

ting an investment into various components

and creating investment opportunities in all

maturity categories. The investment method

of synchronising the investment period and

the residual maturity of the investment instru-

ment, known as ªduration matchingº, is

used, for example, in the UK by pension

funds. Consequently, as a result of the strong

demand for a limited volume of UK govern-

ment bonds with a 30-year maturity, their

prices are relatively high, and the returns low.

In other countries with an appreciable volume

of company and private pensions, too, such

as the United States and Denmark, a smaller

spread is observed between government

bonds with ten and 30-year maturities (see

the chart opposite), which attests to the

soundness of the funds' investment policies

but does not guarantee a high yield for the

investors.

Concluding remarks

The recent pension reform paves the way for

a larger funded component of pension provi-

sion. The increase in individual provision for

retirement income, which is necessary pre-

cisely as a result of demographic develop-

ments, broadens the base of retirement provi-

sion and is also likely to prove advantageous

in terms of risk diversification. The reductions

in benefits under the pay-as-you-go system

have been linked to a considerable measure

of government assistance for private pension

provision. An average earner can save a max-

imum of 131�2% of his income in 2008 by

using the new assistance resources. Since the

increase in the amount of individual saving

will depend, however, on the participation
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26 The implementation of the nominal value guarantee
required for the assisted old-age provision products per-
mits an offsetting of risk throughout the residual maturity
of the investment. Price losses in the case of investment
in risk-prone securities, for example, can be offset by sub-
sequent gains from ªsecureº fixed-rate investment, as
long as this is high enough to compensate for the loss in
an immediate reallocation. Since, such ªhedgingº would
incur costs only in the event of a reallocation, the yield of
the investment is not diminished in most cases. Neverthe-
less, it is only the paid-in amounts that are hedged.
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rate, the channelling of existing savings and

the individual's ability to save, the additional

volume of savings remains an open question.

Effects on the financial market will not only

be produced by the size of the potential add-

itional savings pool and its impact on interest

rates and growth. The structure of the capital

market could also be influenced by shifts in

the composition of the investors and changes

in investment behaviour. An increasing shift

from private to institutional investment, and

from shorter to longer-term investment in-

struments will provide opportunities for a

stronger development of the market for cor-

porate stocks and shares and the introduction

of new hedging instruments. Owing to infor-

mation processing advantages and a more in-

tensive exercising of controlling and co-

determination rights, institutional investors,

such as newly introduced pension funds in

the field of company pensions, are likely to

strengthen the bias towards a return-oriented

corporate policy. Risks which arise through

the institutionalisation of investment, should

not be countered by an excessive restriction

of investment opportunities and the associ-

ated yield opportunities but rather by liability

rules and disclosure requirements.

Structure of the
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